Naturally, not all items in the vast Mizar library are equally interesting. mizaritems and its accompanying website (see below) was motivated by the problem of discovering dependency information not for arbitrary Mizar items, but specifically for those with substantial mathematical or foundational value, such as the Jordan curve theorem, the axiom of choice, the existence of strongly inaccessible cardinal numbers, or Euler's polyhedron formula (to name only a biased handful of examples). The fine-grained dependency data exposed by mizar-items could also be used in theory exploration and reverse mathematics [5] or Lakatosstyle [4] investigations of necessary and sufficient conditions for mathematical theorems.
We compute the fine-grained dependency graph for the MML by starting with an over-approximation of what is known to be sufficient for an item to be Mizar-verifiable and then successively refining this over-approximation toward a minimal set of sufficient conditions. The method can be fairly characterized as brute-force: for each Mizar item, we successively hide implicit information normally kept hidden from a human Mizar formalizer, then see whether Mizar can still verify it. It turns out that this approach is rather slow; we needed to develop various heuristics to make the brute-force computation smarter.
mizar-items is accompanied by a website, 
